Ghostbusters and the missing children.
Scene 3
Characters: Flynn, Zane, Jack, Jamie, Victoria, Evie, Mrs Plummer (ghost), Ghostbuster, Mrs Rose, Mrs Knight.
Setting
Palace Wood Lunch hall KS2, 6 children sitting at a table eating their lunch, talking about their days.
Jack: (Sitting at the table with his hand of his head, with a grumpy expression) Did you hear about Zack going to the
toilet and not coming back?
Zane: (pulling a funny face) talking of toilets I need one because of the disgusting school dinners it makes me feel
Sick. (in a jokey way)
Jamie: Why did the man with one hand cross the road? (pause) to get to the second hand shop (laughing with a
squeaky funny voice)
Evie:(doing hand claps with Victoria in a happy expression) Micky mouse had a house underneath the movies when
the movies started Mickey mouse er herm what colour was his gas.
Flynn: What are they doing, they’re weirdos (in a grumpy tone of voice, funny face)
Jack:(in a weird tone of voice) All girls are weird not just Evie and Victoria.
Jamie:(in a stupid way) I agree on that.
Zane: (shouting) Arrrrgggghhhh (in a loud voice so everyone hears)
Flynn:(in a question voice and a sitting calmly) What?
Zane: you- you’ve eaten a piece of slime. (in a disgusted voice)
Flynn: what have I just eaten? (in a stupid voice
Zane:(standing up and slapping his forehead) you just ate some slime.
Evie:(In a loud, colossal voice she points at the ghost) Look there’s a ghost look up there
Mrs Rose: (screaming in a panicking voice) That’s Mrs Plummer!
Victoria:(Bellows stands up hand jesters) Everybody run for your lives’
Mrs Plummer:(in a dark voice) OOOOOhhhhhh (the ghost came down and grabbed a child called flynn)
Jack:(in a boaster voice) I’m fast NO ONE is going to catch me.
Jamie:(thinking he’s the best) I’m the fastest in the whole school.
Victoria:(in a panicking voice) umm what we going to do.
Evie:(shouts/ pointing at the door) Look there’s the Ghostbusters! Ghostbusters get the ghost immediately.
Ghost busters:(shooting guns) (Ghost detectors) (talking to each other on radio stations)Ghost busters
Ghostbuster 1 : (on a walkie- talkie) Everyone meet me back in the hall with the nets!
All gather in the hall they all capture Mrs Plummer the ghost.

